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Abstract—Navigation of underwater vehicles has been and
remains a substantial challenge to all underwater platforms. With
the emergence of new applications and the growing acceptance
of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) in both military and
civilian institutions, comes the need for enhanced accuracy and
robustness, sustainability, and de-risking. This paper reports the
development and experimental evaluation of a state-of-the-art
inertial navigation system (INS) for underwater vehicles. The
proposed system improves underwater navigation capabilities
both for vehicles lacking conventional velocity measurements,
and for systems where the need for autonomy, robustness and
integrity is important, e.g. during sensor dropouts or failures,
or in case of emergency navigation. Together with real-time
sea current estimation, Doppler velocity log (DVL) water-track
measurements are integrated in the navigation system to provide
velocity aiding for the INS. Complementary aiding sources in-
clude ultra short base line (USBL) acoustic positioning and DVL
with bottom-track. The performance is evaluated on data from a
field-deployed AUV, demonstrating the effectiveness, robustness,
and sustainability of the proposed navigation system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite significant effort, precise navigation remains a sub-
stantial challenge to all underwater platforms [1]. The actual
autonomy of the vehicles in existence today is also limited.
Further advances in both areas will enable new operations
which earlier have been considered impractical or infeasible.
Examples of emerging applications include fully autonomous
naval operations, polar deployments and under ice surveys,
pipeline inspection, and oceanographic research and fishery.

Several topics must be addressed, including state estimation
research, improved near-bottom navigation, environmental es-
timation (e.g. sea current), and navigation in the mid-water
zone. The latter also applies to descents or ascents in deep
waters (e.g. during GPS surfacing). Future research should
also accommodate increased level of autonomy [2], includ-
ing the use of redundant and complementary measurements,
terrain and feature-based navigation, and goal driven mission
management. Methodologies for sensor and navigation system
fault detection and isolation should also be developed [3].

In this paper we report the development and experimental
evaluation of a state-of-the-art Doppler velocity log (DVL)
water-track aided inertial navigation system (INS). Together
with real-time sea current estimation, the water-relative mea-
surements from the DVL are integrated in the navigation

system to provide velocity aiding for the INS. As illustrated,
this is an effective approach toward the solution to several of
the above mentioned research challenges. Additional aiding
sources include ultra short base line (USBL) acoustic position-
ing, pressure readings, and DVL bottom-track (DVLBT) when
feasible. The integration of complementary velocity measure-
ments enhances the precision, and even more importantly, the
robustness and sustainability of the navigation system. The
specific forces and angular rates in the INS are measured by
a navigation grade inertial measurement unit (IMU).

The performance of the developed navigation system is eval-
uated on raw sensor data collected by a HUGIN 1000 AUV.
Several scenarios are examined, including removal or outages
of USBL and DVLBT data. The presented results verify that
it is possible to significantly improve the accuracy, robustness
and sustainability of the integrated INS by utilizing the DVL
water-track (DVLWT) functionality. Besides being used for
navigation, a sea current estimate may be of interest for other
applications as well, e.g. oceanography and marine research,
and autonomous mission planning and decision making.

It should be mentioned that an alternative to utilizing
DVLWT velocities for aiding the INS is to take advantage
of the insight provided by a kinetic vehicle. This has recently
been reported in [4], [5]. As for earlier work on DVLWT aided
INS the literature is scarce. Some examples of intergraded
black-box systems for AUV navigation include [6], [7]. In [8]
the authors utilize a deterministic observer for merging USBL
and DVLWT data of an ROV. Another example is an individual
diver hand-held navigation console, as reported in [9].

For the remainder, DVLWT-INS is used for short when
discussing DVL water-track aided INS without distinguishing
on accompanying sensors. Additional notation is appended as
needed and when discussing the integration of specific aiding
sensors such as USBL, surface GPS and DVLBT. Pressure
sensor data are always included and used for aiding. This paper
is furthermore organized as follows. The remainder of this
section reviews notation and various kinematic relationships.
Section II describes the integrated INS. The experimental
setup is described in Section III, followed by an experimental
evaluation of the proposed navigation system in Section IV,
where in particular, the performance of the navigation system
with and without DVLWT aiding is discussed.
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A. Preliminaries

1) Notation: The coordinate-free position vector from the
origin of frame {a} to the origin of frame {b} is given as ~pab.
Similarly, the angular velocity of {b} relative to {a} is written
as ~ωab. For the linear velocity, the notation ~vab is slightly
ambiguous as it does not indicate how it is derived from ~pab.
In light of this obscurity, the coordinate-free velocity vector
of {b} relative to {a} may be written as ~vab or ~vab, where the
underline indicates the reference of differentiation. This is in
agreement with the notation for kinematics proposed in [10].

A coordinate-vector is written in boldface. The position
vector from {a} to {b} is then given as paab, where the added
superscript states which frame the vector is decomposed in.
Note that the time derivative of a coordinate-vector does not
require any additional notation since the differentiation is done
in the immediate reference frame. If a prior reference of
differentiation needs to be specified, this is done using the
underline notation. This is illustrated in (1), where [~v ]b ≡ vb

v̇bab =
d

dt
vbab =

d

dt

[
~vab

]b
=

d

dt

[
ad

dt
~pab

]b
. (1)

Recall that for any vectors ka,kb ∈ R3, kb = Rb
ak

a, where
Rb
a is the rotation matrix from {b} to {a}. A matrix R is a

valid rotation matrix if R ∈ SO(3), where

SO(3) =
{
R ∈ R3×3 : det(R) = 1,R>R=RR>=I

}
. (2)

All matrices, including the identity matrix I , are written in
bold caps. Another commonly applied set is defined as

so(3) =
{
S ∈ R3×3 : S = −S>

}
. (3)

From (3), and for any vector k = [k1, k2, k3]>, the skew-
symmetric matrix operator S(·) : R3 7→ so(3) is given as

S(k) =




0 −k3 k2

k3 0 −k1

−k2 k1 0


 . (4)

Note that for all k, j ∈ R3, it follows that S(k)j ≡ k × j.
2) Kinematics: Let {m} denote a local coordinate frame

where the origin is fixed at the surface of the WGS-84
Earth ellipsoid, and the orientation is north-east-down (NED).
Similarly, let {w} denote a reference frame where the origin is
fixed to, and translates with the water (due to sea current). The
current is assumed irrotational throughout this paper, which
implies that each infinitesimal fluid element has zero angular
velocity (spin). The frame {w} is consequently defined such
that it does not rotate relative to {m}. The sea current in this
work is described entirely by the translational motion of {w}
relative to {m}. Recall that it is possible for a fluid traveling
along a straight line to have vorticity, and similarly, for a
fluid moving in a circle (or which changes direction) to be
irrotational. For navigation purposes and INS, two additional
reference frames are often used. The Earth-centered Earth-
fixed (ECEF) frame is denoted {e}. The second frame {l} is
a wander azimuth frame. It is similar to {m}, but its origin
is always located directly above the vehicle at the surface of

TABLE I: Nomenclature

Description Variable Entries*
Local NED vehicle position pm

mb (x, y, z)

Vehicle attitude (roll, pitch, yaw) Θ (φ, θ, ψ)

Vehicle angular velocity ωb
mb = ωb

eb = ωb
wb (p, q, r)

Earth-relative linear velocity vb
mb = vb

eb (u, v, w)

Earth-relative linear velocity vl
mb = vl

eb (ul, vl, wl)

Water-relative linear velocity vb
wb (ur, vr, wr)

Current velocity vb
mw = vb

ew (uc, vc, wc)

Current velocity vl
mw = vl

ew (ul
c, v

l
c, w

l
c)

* Based on SNAME [11] notation

the Earth ellipsoid. It is furthermore defined such that it has
zero angular velocity relative to the rotating Earth about its
z-axis. A last frame {b} is a body-fixed frame where the axes
coincide with the principal axes of the vehicle, and the origin
located at the vehicle center of buoyancy (CB). Finally note
that a submerged object will not rotate as it translates in an
irrotational fluid flow. The assumption of irrotational current
consequently implies that ~ωmb = ~ωwb.

Based on the notation and reference coordinate frames
described above, a general expression of the vehicle position
may be written in coordinate-free form as

~pmb = ~pmw + ~pwb. (5)

Written in terms of velocities, the time derivative of (5) yields

~vmb = ~vmw + ~vwb, (6)

where it was utilized that ~ωmw = 0 due to the assumption
of irrotational current. This is equivalent to Rm

w being time-
invariant. Decomposed in {b}, (6) gives the relationship

vbmb = Rb
mv

m
mw + vbwb. (7)

Following along the same lines as above, a second important
velocity relationship is given as

vleb = vlew +Rl
bv
b
wb. (8)

Note that vbmb equals vbeb since {m} is fixed relative to {e}.

II. UNDERWATER VEHICLE INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Following a brief review on INS, this Section describes the
development of a DVLWT-INS. A second velocity aid is also
integrated in the system using DVLBT. As is illustrated in
Section IV, the application of complementary velocity mea-
surements enhances the precision, and even more importantly,
the robustness and sustainability of the integrated navigation
system. The usage of DVLWT significantly increases both
the accuracy and feasible operating time span of systems
not having DVLBT. In the case both sources are available,
the integrated navigation system is found to be far more
robust to DVLBT dropouts. The INS sensitivity to the position
measurement update frequency is also reduced throughout.
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Fig. 1: Outline of conventional aided INS.

A. Brief review on INS

An INS calculates position, velocity and attitude using
high frequency data from an IMU which typically consists of
three accelerometers measuring specific force and three gyros
measuring angular rate, all relative to the inertial space. Due
to inherent errors in the gyros and accelerometers, the solution
of the navigation equations embedded in the INS will have an
unbounded drift unless counteracted. An aiding framework is
consequently required to bind the error growth. An overview
of INS aiding tools is given in [2], [12]. DVLWT aiding, as
presented herein, is complementary to this set of tools.

In order to fuse the data from the INS and the aiding sensors
some form of filtering must be implemented. This is typically
accomplished using a Kalman filter (KF). An outline of a
conventional aided INS is shown in Fig. 1, where the KF
input is taken as the difference between the output from the
appropriate aiding sensors and the INS. A perturbation method
is used in this paper for deriving the INS error states. The
states are included in the KF with the assumptions of small
errors, i.e. first order approximation. The KF also estimates
the colored errors of the different navigation sensors, as well
as the sea current when utilizing DVLWT. The derivation
of the KF measurement and process equations associated
with the DVLBT, DVLWT, and the sea current are given
subsequently. A schematic diagram of the integrated INS with
complementary velocity aiding is shown in Fig. 2.

B. DVL Bottom-Track Aided INS

In many practical situations position measurements will be
unavailable for extended periods of time and the INS will then
chiefly depends on external velocity aiding. This is commonly
archived using DVLBT which, if within sensor range, mea-
sures the vehicle linear velocity relative to the seabed along
four acoustic beams. The information obtained from the pings
in each beam is combined in order to calculate the velocity.
Bottom-track from at least three beams is required.

The amount of literature on error sources and the use of
DVLBT in underwater navigation is extensive. The reader is
referred to [1], [12], [13]. Of underwater navigation systems
incorporating DVLBT one may often distinguish between
those based on INS, and those carrying out more tradi-
tional dead-reckoning by combining attitude information and
DVLBT directly. Only the first case is considered in this work.

1) Measurement and Process Equations: The generalized
vector of discrete inputs to the KF in Fig. 1 is given as

δzk , zk − žk, (9)

where (̌·) denotes a calculated variable. For the linear velocity
associated with the DVLBT we then get

δzDVLBT
vel , zDVLBT

vel − žINS
vel , (10)

where the sample index has been dropped for brevity. Substi-
tuting for the variables on the right hand side of (10) yields

δzDVLBT
vel = Řl

bṽ
b
eb − v̌leb, (11)

where (̃·) denotes a measured quantity. The variables v̌leb and
Řl
b stem from the INS, and ṽbeb is the Earth-relative velocity

measured by the DVLBT. Note that any misalignment between
the DVL instrument frame and the body frame, as well as scale
effects due to erroneous speed of sound in the DVL, should
be sought compensated for prior to applying ṽbeb in the KF.

A calculated or measured variable may be considered as a
sum of its true value and a corresponding error, that is,

(̌·) = (·) + δ(·) and (̃·) = (·) + δ(·). (12)

Substituting with errors and true values in (11) yields

δzDVLBT
vel = δRl

bR
l
b(v

b
eb + δvbeb)− (vleb + δvleb), (13)

where δRl
b ∈ SO(3) is a measure of the deviation between the

true rotation matrix and the rotation matrix calculated by the
INS. For small errors it can be shown that δRl

b ≈ I +S(ellb),
where ellb is a vector of angle-axis errors [14]. Returning
to (13), the final expression for the measurement equation
associated with the DVLBT may be written to first order as

δzDVLBT
vel = Rl

bδv
b
eb − δvleb − S(vleb)e

l
lb. (14)

Both δvleb and ellb are included as states in the KF process
equation. Note that (14) is not directly realizable since it
depends on the true velocity and orientation, i.e. vleb and Rl

b.
When implementing the KF, the best a-priori estimates are
used in lieu, calculated according to

v̄leb , v̌leb − δvleb and R̄l
b , [I − S(ēllb)]Ř

l
b, (15)

where (̄·) denotes the most recent or best a-priori estimate
prior to the KF measurement update or correction.

It is assumed in this work that the DVLBT output error δvbeb
can be modeled as the sum of colored noise and zero-mean
white noise. The entries of δvbeb are considered uncorrelated.
If we let ∆v and ξ denote the colored and white noises,
respectively, the error can be expressed as

δvbeb = ∆vbeb + ξvb
eb
. (16)

While white noise is isolated in time, a colored process is local
in time since its value at one instant also depends on prior
values. Numerous correlation models can be used, depending
on the presumed noise characteristics [15], [16]. The colored
noise in (16) is embedded in the KF as a zero-mean first order
Markov process driven by white noise, that is,

∆̇vbeb = −T−1
∆vb

eb

∆vbeb + γ∆vb
eb
. (17)
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Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the integrated INS with complementary
velocity aiding. Various operational scenarios are investigated in
this work, including removal or dropouts of DVLBT and position
measurements. The latter may be available often or only sporadically.

C. DVL Water-Track Aided INS and Sea Current Estimation

Even when including DVLBT, situations may arise where
it fails to work or measurements are discarded due to reduced
quality. This will for instance occur when operating above
the DVLBT sensor range, e.g. during GPS surfacing or long
descents in deep waters, or regular operations in the mid-
water zone. DVLBT may also be lost over rough bathymetry.
In any case, in the absence of DVLBT, alternative velocity
information is required to achieve an acceptable low drift INS
solution between position updates. One possibility is to utilize
DVLWT in conjunction with real-time sea current estimation.
In general the current will constitute the dominant error source
when utilizing DVLWT, hence it needs to be accounted for.

1) Measurement and Process Equations: Following along
the same lines as in Section II-B, the error velocity related to
the DVLWT is defined as

δzDVLWT
vel , zDVLWT

vel − žINS
vel . (18)

Furthermore, motivated by (8) the generalized linear velocity
associated with the DVLWT and sea current is defined as

zDVLWT
vel , v̌lew + Řl

bṽ
b
wb, (19)

where ṽbwb is the water-relative linear velocity measured by
the DVLWT and v̌lew is the calculated sea current velocity. As
earlier Řl

b stem from the INS. Substituting for the variables

on the right hand side of (18) gives the expression

δzDVLWT
vel = v̌lew + Řl

bṽ
b
wb − v̌leb. (20)

Note that if the sea current was measured it should be used in
place of v̌lew. In this paper we assume that v̌lew = 0, which is
to say that our best a-priori guess of the current is zero. It does
not mean that the true current is zero. As shown subsequently,
the true sea current is estimated in the navigation system KF.

Substituting with errors and true values in (20) yields

δzDVLWT
vel = (vlew + δvlew) + δRl

bR
l
b(v

b
wb + δvbwb)

− (vleb + δvleb),
(21)

where δRl
b is the attitude deviation matrix, as described above.

From the relationship in (8) and under the assumption of small
orientation errors, (21) can be written to first order as

δzDVLWT
vel = δvlew +Rl

bδv
b
wb − δvleb − S(vlwb)e

l
lb. (22)

The dependency to vlwb can be removed by applying (8) a
second time and by recognizing that vlew = −δvlew. The final
expression for the measurement equation associated with the
DVLWT and the sea current is given to first order as

δzDVLWT
vel = δvlew +Rl

bδv
b
wb − δvleb − S(vleb)e

l
lb. (23)

The latter equation clearly resembles the expression in (14).
As in the DVLBT case, the best a-priori estimates are used in
place of Rl

b and vleb, calculated according to (15).
It is assumed herein that both the DVLWT error δvbwb and

the a-priori current prediction error δvlew can be modeled as
the sum of colored noise and zero-mean white noise. The
entries of both δvbwb and δvlew are considered uncorrelated.
If we let ∆v and ξ denote the colored and white noises,
respectively, the errors can be expressed as

δvbwb = ∆vbwb + ξvb
wb

(24)

δvlew = ∆vlew + ξvl
ew
. (25)

The colored noises in (24)-(25) are implemented as zero-mean
first order Markov processes driven by white noise, that is,

∆̇vbwb = −T−1
∆vb

wb

∆vbwb + γ∆vb
wb

(26)

∆̇vlew = −T−1
∆vl

ew
∆vlew + γ∆vl

ew
. (27)

The colored noises are states in the KF process equation.
Recall that the estimate of ∆vlew is also an estimate of δvlew.
Negated, this is again an estimate of the true sea current.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An overview of the experimental setup, including vehicle
particulars, employed navigation sensors, mission trajectories,
and the processing of raw navigation data, is given in this
section. The experimental results are discussed in Section IV.
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Fig. 3: HUGIN 1000 onboard H.U. Sverdrup II

TABLE II: IMU specifications

Bias Scale Factor
Model Gyro Acc Gyro Acc Rate

Honeywell HG9900 0.003 deg/h 25µg 5 PPM 100 PPM 300 Hz

TABLE III: Primary navigation aiding sensors

Variable Sensor Precision Rate

Position Kongsberg HiPAP USBL* <20 cm, 0.12 deg Varying**
NovAtel GPS (onboard AUV) 1.8 m RMS 1 Hz

Velocity RDI DVL 300kHz ±0.4 %±0.2 cm/s >1 Hz
RDI DVL 300kHz water reference >1 Hz

Pressure Paroscientific 0.01 % full scale 1 Hz

* Surface ship GPS and USBL are combined to give a global vehicle position.
The accuracy of the final position also depends on the ship GPS precision.
** Stored topside at approximately 1/3 Hz. While submerged, the AUV receives
position updates at about 1/30 Hz, from the surface via an acoustic link.

A. Vehicle Description

The performance and comparison of the integrated INS with
and without DVLWT aiding is evaluated on raw sensor data
collected by a HUGIN 1000 AUV with 3000 m depth rating.
The vehicle is owned and operated by the Norwegian Defence
Research Establishment (FFI). The launch and recovery sys-
tem and the AUV are shown in Fig. 3. The diameter and length
(base version) of the vehicle are 0.75 and 5.3 m. It can operate
with full payload for 25 h at a cruising speed of about 2 m/s.

HUGIN 1000 is equipped with an aided INS, as outlined in
Fig. 2. Some IMU specifications are shown in Table II. The
primary navigation aiding sensors relevant to the data utilized
in this work are listed in Table III. Additional aiding tools are
also available but are not discussed any further in this paper.

B. Experiment Description

The data utilized in this paper were collected in the vicinity
of 59◦ 29’ N, 10◦ 28’ E, in the Oslo-fjord, Norway. In the
first part of the data the vehicle follows a straight line
approximately 7 km in length, equivalent to about 1 h at
nominal speed. The depth varies from 145 to 155 m. Note that
navigating along a single straight line is considered worst case
since there are no canceling effects, e.g. as seen when running
a typical survey lawn-mover pattern [12]. In the second part
the vehicle receives GPS measurements at the surface for

a short period of time before descending to 165 m depth,
where DVLBT measurements become available. The effect of
including DVLWT aiding is investigated for both data sets.

C. Data Post-Processing

Raw navigation sensor values (without any filtering) are
used throughout this paper. The HUGIN 1000 navigation sys-
tem then re-processed the appropriate sensor data to get real-
time estimates from the KF (this is done using a duplication
of the vehicle at-sea navigation system). The re-navigation
routines are implemented in NavLab [17], a tool which has
been used extensively with all the HUGIN AUVs since the late
1990’s. In addition to re-navigating the real-time navigation
system, NavLab also contains offline smoothing functionality,
based on a Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) implementation. The
RTS smoother utilizes both past and future sensor measure-
ments and KF covariances, hence efficiently improving the
integrity and accuracy of the final navigation solution [18].
In this paper the smoothed USBL-DVLBT-INS solution with
the highest navigation sensor update rates available serves as
the basis or reference when evaluating the performance of
the DVLWT-INS and the different scenarios reported in this
work. The accuracy of the RTS smoothed basis position was
estimated to be 0.65 m (1σ) in north and east.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of the DVLWT-
INS described in Section II. Unless mentioned otherwise, the
USBL measurements are received regularly at about 1/3 Hz,
and when applicable, the DVLBT, DVLWT and surface GPS
measurements are processed at about 1 Hz. As mentioned in
Section III-C, the RTS smoothed basis solution serves as the
ground truth during comparison. Unless stated otherwise, the
evaluation of the navigation system and scenario in discus-
sion is based on the real-time KF solution and its predicted
estimation uncertainties. An estimation error is taken as the
difference between the RTS basis solution and the solution
from the integrated navigation system being evaluated.

A. Sparse or Reduced Frequency Position Updates

This experiment was done in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the integrated INS in cases where position measure-
ments are sparse or for some reason become unavailable for
extended periods of time. This is a typical scenario for fully
autonomous or covert operations in unknown areas, and in
both civilian and military applications. Also, when covering
large areas the vehicle may temporarily operate outside the
range of the acoustics positioning, either this is facilitated by
a surface ship, from an LBL grid, or from one or several UTP
transponders [12]. While the solution for most AUVs to date
is to utilize DVLBT to reduce the position error drift, this may
not always be feasible as discussed in Section II-C.

The scenarios investigated in this section are best described
from Fig. 4, where the navigation system receives position
measurements at about 1/3 Hz for roughly 30 min. The mea-
surements are then decimated or completely removed for the
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TABLE IV: Sensor availability between 30 and 60 min

Time between updates
Experiment USBL DVLBT DVLWT

Case 1.x 30 s

∅ s if x = 1,2
0.7 s if x = 3,4

∅ s if x = 1,3
0.7 s if x = 2,4

Case 2.x 60 s
Case 3.x 180 s
Case 4.x 300 s
Case 5.x 600 s
Case 6.x 900 s
Case 7.x ∅ s

22-Apr-2008 12:48:40 to 22-Apr-2008 13:51:34

y [m]

x
[m

]

-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Fig. 4: The red (solid) trajectory is the horizontal basis position, with
its initial location at the origin. The blue (•) data show the position
measurements logged at about 1/3 Hz, according to Case 7 in Table
IV. The segment without position aiding take place between 30 and
60 min. The black (solid) line is the real-time solution of the USBL-
DVLWT-INS according to Case 7.2, and the green (dashed) is the
corresponding solution of the regular USBL-INS.

next 30 min. The latter example is shown in Fig. 4. The sensor
availability in the time period from 30 to 60 min is summarized
in Table IV. When not available in this period, DVLBT or
DVLWT measurements are not available exclusively.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the navigation performance
of the USBL-INS is clearly unsatisfactory when operating
without position aiding for 30 min. Contrary, the USBL-
DVLWT-INS performance remains good, as is illustrated in
Fig. 5 and 6 for Case 7.2 and 6.2. In the first case the real-time
horizontal position error is confined within 20 m. The precision
may be further enhanced by doing smoothing, in which case
the maximum error reduces to 6.5 m. The maximum real-time
error of the USBL-INS is in the order of 700 m. A further
comparison on the real-time performance is shown in Fig.
7a. The values are for the interval between 30 and 60 min.
As anticipated, the significance of incorporating DVLWT in
the navigation system becomes increasingly apparent as the
position update frequency decreases. While the conventional
USBL-INS is sensitive to the position update rate, the USBL-
DVLWT-INS is considerably more robust and is able to keep

δx
[m

]

22-Apr-2008 12:48:40 to 22-Apr-2008 13:51:33

δy
[m

]

Time [min]

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

0

10

20

30

40

0

10

20

30

40

Fig. 5: The blue (solid) data show the absolute value of the north and
east position errors for the USBL-DVLWT-INS, according to Case
7.2. The KF real-time uncertainties (1σ) are shown in red (dashed).

δx
[m

]

22-Apr-2008 12:48:40 to 22-Apr-2008 13:51:33

δy
[m

]

Time [min]

10 20 30 40 50 60

10 20 30 40 50 60

0

5

10

15

20

0

5

10

15

20

Fig. 6: Similar labels as in Fig. 5 but for Case 6.2.

the sustainability and accuracy of the navigation system at
a satisfactory level even during long time periods without
position updates. The different scenarios and results for the
USBL-DVLWT-INS are summarized in Fig. 7b.

Another interesting and relevant question is whether the
incorporation of DVLWT in the navigation system further en-
hances the precision obtained by the already accurate USBL-
DVLBT-INS. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the performance
of the USBL-DVLBT-DVLWT-INS is comparable or better
than the USBL-DVLBT-INS throughout. While the impact is
less striking than in the navigation system not having DVLBT,
the improvement is clearly visible. As discussed earlier, and
perhaps more importantly than the slight accuracy gain, is the
significant robustness and sustainability improvement provided
by the DVLWT-INS. This is discussed subsequently.
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Fig. 7: Horizontal position estimation errors for Case .1 and .2 in Table IV: (a) Maximum horizontal position error with and without DVLWT
aiding included. (b) The error bars from left to right show the mean and standard deviation of the real-time USBL-DVLWT-INS position
error, the maximum real-time USBL-DVLWT-INS position error, and the maximum RTS smoothed USBL-DVLWT-INS position error.
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Fig. 8: Horizontal position estimation errors for Case 3 and 4 in Table IV: (a) The error bars from left to right show the mean and standard
deviation of the real-time USBL-DVLBT-INS position error, and the maximum real-time USBL-DVLBT-INS position error. (b) Similar data
and labels as in (a) but for the USBL-DVLBT-DVLWT-INS. The performance of the latter navigation system is slightly better.

B. DVL bottom-track dropouts

This experiment was done in order to evaluate the per-
formance of the integrated INS in cases where DVLBT is
included in the navigation sensor suite, but where measure-
ments become unavailable. This will for instance occur when
(possibly temporarily) operating above the sensor range or
over rough bathymetry due to track-loss. Combined with few
or no position measurements, the outcome may be damaging,
and unacceptable for most autonomous or covert operations.

In the considered scenario the navigation system receives
position measurements the first 5 min before becoming un-
available for the next 58 min, as shown in Fig. 9. During

this time slot two DVLBT outages occur at 25 and 50 min,
each lasting 10 min. For the data considered in this paper, and
without these outages, the maximum error of the DVLBT-
INS is about 11 m. In-situ navigation accuracy as low as 5 m
(<0.1%) has been proven for the HUGIN 1000 when traveling
along a straight line, as shown in Fig. 10. Perhaps more than
the focus on better accuracy in systems with DVLBT (as
shown) is the need for enhanced de-risking and robustness.

As can can be seen from Fig. 11 and 12, the navigation per-
formance of the DVLBT-DVLWT-INS is significantly better
than what is obtained with the DVLBT-INS. While the latter
navigation system is vulnerable to the outages, the DVLWT-
INS is more sustainable and is able to retain the accuracy at
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Fig. 9: The red (solid) trajectory is the horizontal basis position, with
its initial location at the origin. The blue (•) data show the position
measurements logged at about 1/3 Hz. The segment without position
aiding take place between 5 and 63 min.
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Fig. 10: Proven in-situ navigation performance of DVLBT-INS on
HUGIN 1000 AUVs. The blue and cyan (solid) data show the north
and east position errors. The KF real-time uncertainties (1σ) are
shown in red and green (dashed). The trajectories were identical to
the one shown in Fig. 9, but with one additional line, parallel and in
opposite direction. The positioning aiding was turned off at time 0
and remained off for about 2 h (logging topside continued at 1/3 Hz).

a high level throughout. The maximum position errors of the
DVLBT-DVLWT-INS with and without DVLBT outages are
9.5 m and 8.5 m, respectively. The corresponding maximum
errors of the DVLBT-INS are 37 m and 11 m. Note that the
precision of the DVLWT-INS depends on the accuracy of the
estimated sea current. If consistent, and if the sea current does
not change significantly during time slots without DVLBT (or
USBL), the navigation accuracy will remain good.
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Fig. 11: The blue (solid) data show the absolute value of the north
and east position errors for the DVLBT-DVLWT-INS when running
without position aiding and where DVLBT is lost twice, 10 min each
time. The KF real-time uncertainties (1σ) are shown in red (dashed).
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Fig. 12: Similar labels and data as in Fig. 11, but for the DVLBT-INS.

C. Sea Current Estimation

The ability to estimate sea current is of great importance
when utilizing a navigation sensor that measures the vehicle
velocity relative to the water. Any bias in the estimated sea
current yields, if Earth-relative measurements (e.g. DVLBT
and USBL) are absent, a direct position error drift in north and
east. Besides being used for navigation, a sea current estimate
may be of interest for other applications as well.

The estimated current of the DVLBT-DVLWT-INS (without
outage) in Section IV-B is shown in Fig. 13, clearly filtered
and more usable compared to that obtained by direct calcu-
lation. As furthermore shown in Fig. 14, the current is more
observable when including DVLBT than USBL only, which
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Fig. 13: Sea current in north and east. The blue data show the current
calculated by directly applying (8) to raw DVLBT and DVLWT data,
and by using the basis RTS smoothed attitude data. The red data show
the real-time current estimates of the DVLBT-DVLWT-INS.

still yields a good estimate. The difference is due to the
significantly more accurate point to point velocity accuracy
and higher update rate of the DVLBT. Note that much of
the observed time-lag may be removed in post-processing, as
shown in Fig. 15. The same plot shows the real-time current
estimate according to Case 7.2 in Section IV-A, illustrating the
importance of choosing a suitable sea current time constant in
the KF. Tuning the KF may be challenging since the current
is highly stochastic and will vary in both place and time. For
instance, while deeply submerged in open waters a long time
constant (correlated with the tide) may be feasible, while a
shorter value may be more desirable near the surface. This
discussion is not elaborated upon any further in this paper,
but should be given closer attention.

D. Descent and Ascent

For some underwater vehicles the need for accurate nav-
igation during ascent, and particularly descent, may be of
importance. This is certainly the case when the only mean for
position updates is surface GPS, and the required real-time
precision is high. Much can be done in post-processing (e.g.
using NavLab [17]), yet a large deviation from the mission
plan in real-time may result in mission failure nevertheless.

The effect of including DVLWT in the navigation system
is briefly discussed in this section. The case is best described
in Fig. 16, where surface GPS is recieved for about 2.5 min
and DVLBT is retained at about 12 min after descending from
the surface down to 165 m depth. The north and east position
errors of the GPS-DVLWT-INS are shown in Fig. 17, where
the maximum error prior to receiving DVLBT is about 5 m.
The corresponding error when not including DVLWT is close
to 40 m. The real-time north, east and down velocity errors
and uncertainties for the DVLWT-INS are shown in Fig. 18.
The estimation errors are consistent with the KF uncertainties.
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Fig. 14: Difference in real-time current estimates. The blue and cyan
(solid) are both obtained from USBL-DVLBT-DVLWT-INS but the
blue runs without USBL from 30 to 60 min, according to Case 7.4 in
Table IV. The red (dashed) estimates are for the USBL-DVLWT-INS.
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Fig. 15: Decay of current estimate when running without USBL and
DVLBT. The blue (solid) are from the DVLBT-DVLWT-INS. The
green (solid) and red (dashed) are the USBL-DVLWT-INS smoothed
and real-time estimates, according to Case 7.2 in Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has reported the development and experimental
evaluation of a complete DVLWT-INS for underwater vehi-
cle navigation. In combination with embedded sea current
estimation, the use of DVLWT aiding is shown to be an
effective approach toward the eventual solution of several
emerging needs in underwater navigation, such as improved
navigation in the mid-water zone, environmental estimation,
and increased level of sustainability and robustness.

Various scenarios are considered, including sparse position
updates, DVLBT outages, and navigation during descent. The
inclusion of DVLWT in the navigation system is shown to
significantly enhance the accuracy, and more importantly,
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Fig. 16: Vehicle depth during descent from the surface down to 165 m.
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Fig. 17: The blue (solid) data show the absolute value of the north
and east position errors for the GPS-DVLWT-INS during descent as
shown on Fig. 16. The KF real-time uncertainties (1σ) are shown in
red (dashed).

the robustness and sustainability of the integrated navigation
system. The system is also shown to effectively estimate
the sea current. Besides being used for navigation, a current
estimate may be of interest for other applications as well,
such as oceanography and marine research, and autonomous
mission planning and decision making.
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